
Built for business with cutting-
edge technology
ThinkBook combines the style and user
experience of consumer devices with the security
and business-class support of ThinkPad.

ThinkBook 14p G2
ACH
Designed to meet the new business challenges of
today, this stylish new ThinkBook is powered by the
latest AMD Ryzen™ 5000 H-series mobile
processors that offer powerful performance and
uncompromised battery life for maximum
productivity. Users can optimize the PC’s
performance by switching between selectable
modes. The 14-inch, 16:10 display offers larger
screen real estate to work on while a Fingerprint
Reader on the power button enables faster and safe
log ins.
 

Packs an arsenal of advanced panel specifications. The optional 2.8K OLED display with
VESA-certified DisplayHDR and 1000:1 high contrast ratio enables significantly deeper
blacks and whiter whites, offering rich, vivid content. A 100% DCI-P3 wide color gamut
enables accurate color reproduction for lifelike visuals.

Smarter technology anticipates and overcomes productivity hurdles. For example, AI-
based noise-canceling technology minimizes ambient noise for efficient, distraction-free
meetings. Users can instantly start from where they left off by simply opening the lid.

Integrated webcam with privacy cover, dual speakers with AudioEFX by Harman, dual-
array mics with AI-based noise cancellation technology, and dedicated hotkeys for VoIP
calls, all make web conferencing easier and clearer.
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Lenovo services
Lenovo delivers tailored sustainability services, devices, and infrastructure
solutions from our broad portfolio, working closely with you to support your
target outcomes across the IT lifecycle.. 

Premier Support

Talk directly with advanced technical support agents
Support for software & hardware
Next business day onsite repairs

Accessories

ThinkPad Hybrid USB-C with USB-A
Dock

Connects via USB-C or USB-A cable; supporting
modern and legacy PCs

Supports up to 2x 4K displays with 2x DP and 2x
HDMI ports

1x USB-C (data & power), 3x USB 3.1 Gen 2, 2x
USB2.0

PN: 40AF0135xx

ThinkBook Bluetooth Silent Mouse
Bluetooth mouse with silent buttons for noise-

free operation
Low-profile design suitable for both right-

handed and left-handed users
4 buttons, 2-way scrolling with easy DPI

adjustment: 2400, 1600, 800

PN: 4Y50X88824



ThinkBook 14p G2 ACH

Performance

Processor
AMD Ryzen™ 5 / 7 / 9 Processor

Operating System
Powered by Windows 10 Pro

Graphics
AMD Radeon Graphics

Memory
Up to 16GB DDR4-3200

Storage
One drive, up to 1x 1TB M.2 2280 SSD

Audio
Stereo speakers, 2W x2, AudioEFX by Harman
Dual array microphone with AI-based noise cancellation, switchable audio mode

Battery
Up to 9.5hrs (61Wh)

Design

Display
14" screen, 2.8K resolution (2880x1800) Dolby Vision, OLED, 100000:1 contrast ratio, 400nits, Corning® Gorilla®
Glass, Auto Display Brightness, DisplayHDR 500 True Black
14" screen, 2.2K resolution (2240x1400) Dolby Vision, IPS, 1500:1 contrast ratio, 300nits, 100% sRGB gamut, Auto
Display Brightness

Keyboard
6-row, spill-resistant, multimedia Fn keys

Dimensions
312 x 216 x 14.7-17.6 mm (12.28 x 8.50 x 0.58-0.69 inches)

Weight
1.4 kg (3.09 lbs)

Connectivity

Docking
Compatible with USB-C docking solutions

Security & Privacy

Security
Touch style fingerprint reader on smart power button
IR camera for Windows Hello (optional)
Camera privacy shutter
Kensington® Nano Security Slot

Certifications

Green Certifications
Energy Star 8.0, RoHS compliant
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